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The Adventures of Tintin in the Land of the SovietsLast Gasp, 2003
This new facsimile reprint of the very first adventure of one of the  world's most beloved cartoon characters shows Tintin's creator, the  famed Belgian cartoonist Herge, just beginning to learn his craft. The  story was originally created in 1929 for a children's supplement in the  Belgian newspaper Le Vingtieme Siecle. Readers meet Tintin,...
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The 2nd Digital RevolutionIRM Press, 2005
In the 1990s I sat in the office of a CFO of what was then a Fortune 100
company. He was not happy about the annual technology bill. Back then –
and for decades before – technology was tactical. He said something about
technology being his last unmanaged expense. I gave him a list of 10 things
we should do to improve...
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Winning with Software: An Executive Strategy (SEI Series in Software Engineering)Addison Wesley, 2001
When I mention software to senior executives, I get lots of reactions. Most are frustrated. They complain about missed commitments, quality problems, and unpleasant surprises. Others have been less closely involved. Software was a problem, but those problems have been handled. No one mentions the business opportunities of...
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Evil by Design: Interaction Design To Lead Us Into TemptationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Learn how companies make us feel good about doing what they want. Approaching persuasive design from the dark side, this book melds psychology, marketing, and design concepts to show why we're susceptible to certain persuasive techniques. Packed with examples from every nook and cranny of the web, it provides easily digestible and...
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Telephone Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	Since its inception in 1876, the telephone has captured the imagination of people around the world. From its simple origins, the telephone has evolved from the humble device it once was to the modern cell phone or satellite phone. The telephone has fundamentally and instantaneously changed the human race’s ability to communicate over...
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Continuous Integration: Improving Software Quality and Reducing Risk (The Addison-Wesley Signature Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
For any software developer who has spent days in “integration hell,” cobbling together myriad software components, Continuous Integration: Improving Software Quality and Reducing Risk illustrates how to transform integration from a necessary evil into an everyday part of the development process. The key, as the...
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Snort for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Find out how to foil an attack on your network
    Choose the right way to deploy and configure Snort — no experience required!    

    Who knows what evil is poking around your network perimeter? Snort will sniff out worms, system crackers, and other bad guys, and this friendly guide helps you...
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Hacking Exposed: Network Security Secrets and Solutions, Sixth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	The world's bestselling computer security book--fully expanded and updated


	"Right now you hold in your hand one of the most successful security books ever written. Rather than being a sideline participant, leverage the valuable insights Hacking Exposed 6 provides to help yourself, your company,...
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Microsoft Windows Identity Foundation CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	I still remember sitting down with my brand new copy of Writing Secure Code by Michael

	Howard and David LeBlanc. Having moved beyond writing relatively simple intranet web

	reports, (before the term "Bl" came to embody what at the time we thought was an incredibly

	innovative way to display call center metrics for managing...
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Arduino + Android Projects for the Evil Genius: Control Arduino with Your Smartphone or TabletMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	TEAM ARDUINO UP WITH ANDROID FOR SOME MISCHIEVOUS FUN!


	Filled with practical, do-it-yourself gadgets, Arduino + Android Projects for the Evil Genius shows you how to create Arduino devices and control them with Android smartphones and tablets. Easy-to-find equipment and components are used for all the projects in the...
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123 Robotics Experiments for the Evil Genius (TAB Robotics)McGraw-Hill, 2004

	The purpose of "Evil Genius" is to create an entertaining book made up of a series of projects that will explain electronics from static electricity (rubbing a balloon) to developing robots. The book will include the tools necessary for the reader to create the projects in the book at very little cost or inconvenience. The book will...
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Bionics for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The best-selling Evil Genius format provides hobbyists with a fun and inexpensive way to learn bionics via 25 complete projects. Once the focus of popular 70's TV, bionics (integrating mechanical and electronic materials with living matter) are being used more than ever to replace or repair physiological or anatomical functions or disorders....
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